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Remission and response were suggested as the most relevant outcome criteria for the treatment of
depression. There is still marked uncertainty as to what cut-offs should be used on current depression
rating scales. The goal of the present study was to compare the validity of different HAMD, MADRS and
BDI cut-offs for response and remission.
The naturalistic prospective study was performed in 12 psychiatric hospitals in Germany. All evaluable
patients (n ¼ 846) were hospitalized and had to meet DSM-IV criteria for major depressive disorder.
Biweekly ratings were assessed using HAMD-21, MADRS and BDI. A CGI-S score of 1 and a CGI-I score of
at least 2 was used as the primary comparative measure of remission and response, respectively.
A HAMD-21 cut-off  7 (AUC: 0.92), HAMD-17 cut-of  6 (AUC: 0.90), MADRS cut-off  7 (AUC: 0.94)
and BDI cut-off  12 (AUC: 0.83) were associated with a maximum of speciﬁcity and sensitivity for
deﬁning remission.
A minimum decrease of 47% of the HAMD-21 (AUC: 0.90), 57% for HAMD-17 (AUC: 0.89),  46% for
MADRS (0.91) and a decrease of 47% for the BDI baseline score (AUC: 0.78) best corresponded CGI
response criteria.
Our data largely conﬁrmed currently used remission and response criteria in naturalistically treated
patients.
Ó 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
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report; and in the decision to submit the paper for publication.
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Leading international drug authorities like the FDA and the
EMEA require signiﬁcant drug placebo differences in the primary
endpoint of at least two randomized placebo-controlled trials
before allowing a new drug to be sold on the market. Also, the use
of standardized rating scales is strongly recommended and regulated by the FDA within the Good Clinical Practise Guidelines (GCP).
The most widely used and thus the gold standard for the assessment of depressive symptoms is the Hamilton depression rating
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scale (Hamilton, 1967). It was primarily developed for inpatients
with major depression, who tend to present with melancholic
features, but has been extensively used in outpatient studies as
well. Unfortunately, in the meantime there are many different
versions (HAMD-24, -27 and -29) of the HAMD, the two most
widely used being the HAMD-21-item and the 17-item versions as
originally recommended by Hamilton (Hamilton, 1967).
Its main rival is the MADRS (Montgomery and Asberg, 1979)
which may possess an even better sensitivity for detecting
symptom change. With respect to self- ratings, the BDI has achieved wide acceptance (Schwab et al., 1967).
The most commonly used analytical method is to compare
baseline and endpoint mean scores, a procedure which lacks the
information of clinical signiﬁcance and the information of the
illness course. One established approach is to deﬁne categories of
clinical signiﬁcance. In depression research the most widely used
are response and remission. Unfortunately there are many
different, divergent and contradictory deﬁnitions still in circulation,
which often do not differentiate between different rating scale
versions, thus hindering comparisons across studies. For the
HAMD, for example, the deﬁnition of remission varies between
thresholds <6 and 10 for the HAMD-21 and HAMD-17-item scale
(Nierenberg and DeCecco, 2001). For response, deﬁnitions usually
include a percental difference from the respective initial baseline
score starting from  25% and going up to  50%, but sometimes
they also include a numerical threshold such as a HAMD < 10 (Riso
et al., 1997). So the bizarre situation emerges that one investigator’s
remission is another investigator’s response. Compounding the
problem, major depression itself is a very inhomogeneous illness
with many subtypes and a highly heterogeneous illness course. So
in the end the results of different depression trials are hardly
comparable. Establishing and evaluating distinct study endpoints
would eliminate one factor contributing to the enormous outcome
variance of antidepressant treatment trials. The task force of the
Mack Arthur Foundation Research Network on the Psychobiology of
Depression tried to ﬁnd consistent criteria for remission, response,
recovery and relapse in major depression (Frank et al., 1991; Prien
et al., 1991). Even for the most frequently used terms “response,
remission, recovery and relapse” no acceptable operationally
deﬁned criteria that could be used in research were found (Prien
et al., 1991).
The CGI (Clinical Global Impression) has two basic scales
covering disease severity (the CGI-Severity or CGI-S) and treatmentinduced disease improvement (the CGI-Improvement or CGI-I).
In contrast to psychopathological rating scales, it consists solely of
one single item covering overall illness severity and improvement
on a seven-point Likert scale. The CGI-S requires the clinician to rate
the overall severity of the patient’s illness at the assessment time in
relation to the clinician’s past experience with patients having the
same diagnosis on a scale between 1 and 7 (ranging from
1 ¼ “normal, not ill” to 7 ¼ “extremely ill”). The CGI-I captures the
overall improvement relative to baseline ranging from (1 ¼ “very
much improved” to 7 ¼ “very much worse”). This scale might thus
capture illness severity and therapeutic improvement from
a different one-dimensional global perspective, compared to
differentiated psychopathological rating scales. Furthermore, the
CGI has been shown to be a reliable and valid measure of disease
severity and to be sensitive to change (Guy, 1976). The CGI has the
main advantage that outcome constructs like remission and
response are very easily transferable to e.g. a CGI-S score of 1 and
CGI-I score  2 (at least “much improved”), whereas HAMD,
MADRS and BDI do not have predeﬁned thresholds for response or
remission (Bandelow et al., 2006).
In line with a recent suggestion made by Berk and colleagues we
therefore chose to use the CGI as a validation criterion, analyzing

data from a large naturalistic trial on 843 inpatients with major
depressive episode who were assessed every second week until
discharge. For evaluation of valid cut-offs for response and remission Berk and colleagues associated the corresponding mean values
of the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) and the MADRS in bipolar
patients with a CGI-Severity of 1 for remission and a CGIImprovement of at least two for response. We aimed to empirically
verify remission and response criteria within a sample of depressed
inpatients for the HAMD-21, HAMD-17, MADRS and BDI against the
CGI using the same thresholds (Berk et al., 2008) computing
receiver operating curves analysis (ROC) and applying bootstrap
techniques.
2. Method
2.1. Sample and data collection
The main objective and details of the study protocol are
described in detail elsewhere (Seemuller et al., 2010). In brief, data
from a large prospective, naturalistic, multicenter study (N ¼ 1014)
were analyzed. The study was part of the German research
network, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research (BMBF). Subjects were recruited from seven German
psychiatric university or research hospitals (two in Munich, two in
Berlin, Tübingen, Düsseldorf, Halle) and ﬁve psychiatric district
hospitals (Munich, Gabersee, and three in Berlin).
Inclusion criteria were age between 18 and 65 and signed
written informed consent. Patients had to meet ICD-10 diagnostic
criteria for any major depressive episode (ICD-10: F31.3xe5x, F32,
F33, F34, F38, F39) or for a depressive disorder not otherwise
speciﬁed (ICD-10). Moreover, for conﬁrmation of the diagnose of
a depressive spectrum disorder according to DSM-IV as well as for
the detection of relevant axis I and axis II comorbidities, the
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-I and SCID-II) was
used (Wittchen et al., 1997).
Psychopathological symptoms were assessed using the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAMD-21) (Baumann, 1976). Its
German 17-item version has shown good reliability with a Cornbachs a ranging from 0.72e0.83 (Baumann, 1976; Maier et al.,
1985).
The German translation of the Montgomery Asberg Depression
Rating Scale (MADRS) (Schmidtke et al., 1988) has been shown to
have a high internal consistency (Cornbachs a ¼ 0.86) and a high
sensitivity for change (Schmidtke et al., 1988). Its validity has been
demonstrated by moderate to good correlations with the 17-item
German version of the HAMD ranging from 0.51 to 0.89 (Schmidtke
et al., 1988).
The German version of the self-rated Becks Depression Inventory (BDI) (Hautzinger, 1991) has a similar internal consistency
(Cornbachs a ¼ 0.86), good correlations with the self-rated Zungs
Depression scale and moderate to poor correlations with the HAMD
(Pearson correlation ¼ 0.37) (Hautzinger, 1991).
Ratings were assessed by clinicians who had undergone
a minimum of four years’ clinical training in psychiatry. All ratings
for each patient were assessed by the same clinician. Patients were
rated according to the protocol at baseline and every two weeks
until discharge. Patients were included in the analysis if at least two
assessments were available.
2.2. Treatment
Patients were treated at the discretion of the psychiatrist in
charge under consideration of the international clinical guidelines
for the treatment of depression (APA, WSFBP) (Bauer et al., 2007;
American Psychiatric Association, 2000; Deutsche Gesellschaft für

